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From National Journal's Jim Oliphant we have an early look at an left/liberal media 
reaction to Netanyahu's speech before congress.   
Congressional Republicans haven't had many victories in their lasting conflict with President 
Obama, but Tuesday brought one. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's somber, 
provocative speech to Congress checked all the boxes. 
 
It called into question the efficacy of any deal the administration might strike with Iran over its 
nuclear program; it likely renewed momentum for another round of Iranian sanctions on the Hill; it 
positioned the GOP politically as the party more worried about Israeli security, and, despite the 
White House's best efforts, made the president appear petty and churlish. 
 
Obama, in an interview with Reuters, had dismissed the speech as a "distraction," and aides made 
sure everyone knew he would be too busy to watch it. But if the president didn't cast an eye at a 
TV, he might have been the only person in Washington not to. And that's the problem. 
 
For weeks, the White House has worked steadily to write the speech off as a thinly veiled 
Republican ploy to undermine the delicate negotiations with Iran. But network coverage treated it 
for what it was: the head of state of a critical ally delivering a controversial address on American 
soil. That served the interests of both House Speaker John Boehner, who was the impetus behind 
the speech, and Netanyahu, elevating both of them while key Democrats such as Obama, Vice 
President Joe Biden, Hillary Clinton, and Sen. Elizabeth Warren stayed offstage. 
 
Netanyahu was hailed in the House chamber like a conquering hero. ... 
  
  
Charles Krauthammer writes on the fatal flaw in the Iran deal.  
The news from the nuclear talks with Iran was already troubling. Iran was being granted the “right 
to enrich.” It would be allowed to retain and spin thousands of centrifuges. It could continue 
construction of the Arak plutonium reactor. Yet so thoroughly was Iran stonewalling International 
Atomic Energy Agency inspectors that just last Thursday the IAEA reported its concern “about the 

possible existence in Iran of undisclosed . . . development of a nuclear payload for a missile.” 
Bad enough. Then it got worse: News leaked Monday of the elements of a “sunset clause.” 
President Obama had accepted the Iranian demand that any restrictions on its program be time-
limited. After which, the mullahs can crank up their nuclear program at will and produce as much 
enriched uranium as they want. 

Sanctions lifted. Restrictions gone. Nuclear development legitimized. Iran would reenter the 
international community, as Obama suggested in an interview in December, as “a very successful 
regional power.” A few years — probably around 10 — of good behavior and Iran would be home 
free.  

The agreement thus would provide a predictable path to an Iranian bomb. Indeed, a flourishing 
path, with trade resumed, oil pumping and foreign investment pouring into a restored economy. 

Meanwhile, Iran’s intercontinental ballistic missile program is subject to no restrictions at all. It’s not 
even part of these negotiations. ... 

  



  
Streetwise Prof posts on Iran negotiations.  
John Kerry actually said this:”[Kerry] insisted the Obama administration’s diplomatic record with 
Iran entitles the U.S. to ‘the benefit of the doubt.'” Seriously? The administration that is 
synonymous with foreign policy failure-the Reset, Libya (including but not limited to Benghazi), 
Syria, Iraq/Isis, Yemen, to name just the most egregious examples-deserves the benefit of the 
doubt? Why exactly? Do we look that stupid? It’s like Hoover asking Dean Woermer to give Delta 
House one last chance at the end of Animal House, while chaos is rampant on the streets of 
Faber. Or the Apprentice asking the Sorcerer for just one more try with the brooms. He’ll nail it this 
time! Promise! 

I wrote several posts eviscerating Obama’s risible, not to say mendacious, claim that oil 
transported via Keystone would be exported. Apparently the odor emanating from Obama’s full-of-
it-iveness was so obvious that even reliable lefty “fact checker” Glenn Kessler couldn’t ignore it. So 
he awarded Obama’s Keystone claim a cherished Four Pinnochios. This was pretty good: 

"When Obama first started making the claim that the crude oil in the Keystone pipeline would 
bypass the United States, we wavered between Three and Four Pinocchios — and strongly 
suggested he take the time to review the State Department report. 

Clearly, the report remains unread." 

Of course it does! It’s not like the truth could trump politics, or anything. 

  
  
Matthew Continetti posts on the Iran deal.  
... What the opponents of a bad deal with Iran have witnessed over the last few months is the 
transference of Obama’s domestic political strategies to the international stage. A senior 
administration official is on record likening an Iranian nuclear agreement to Obamacare, and the 
comparison makes sense not only in the relative importance of the two policies to this president, 
not only because both policies are terrible and carry within them unforeseen consequences that 
will not be manifest for years, but also because of the way opponents of both policies are treated 
by the White House. If they are not ignored or dismissed, their motives are impugned. They are 
attacked personally, bullied, made examples of. 

The alternative to a bad deal is not a better deal or tougher sanctions, Obama says, but war: 
“Congress should be aware that if this diplomatic solution fails, then the risks and likelihood that 
this ends up being at some point a military confrontation is heightened, and Congress will have to 
own that as well, and that will have to be debated by the American people.” The opponents of a 
nuclear Iran aren’t sincere, Obama explained to Senate Democrats last month, but are merely 
acting at the behest of their (Jewish) donors. Congress has no role to play in either approving of or 
enforcing a deal with Iran, John Kerry says, because any attempt to strengthen America’s hand or 
verify that Iran is in compliance would be like “throwing a grenade” into the meeting room. 

As for Netanyahu, he is called “chickenshit” by anonymous sources, the national security adviser 
says his decision to address Congress is “destructive” of the U.S.-Israel alliance, Kerry tells 
Congress they shouldn’t listen to Bibi because he voiced wan support for regime change in Iraq (a 
war that Kerry voted to authorize), the congressional liaison rallies the Congressional Black 
Caucus to boycott the speech, and the administration leaks to the AP its strategy “to undercut” his 
speech and “blunt his message that a potential nuclear deal with Iran is bad for Israel and the 



world.” The strategy includes media appearances and the threat of a “pointed snub” of AIPAC, 
which has done everything it can over the last several years to ignore or acquiesce to President 
Obama’s anti-Israel foreign policy. ... 

  
Jonathan Tobin has more.  
In an interview with Reuters intended as a rebuttal to Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu’s speech to 
a joint session of Congress tomorrow, President Obama claims that his critics are not only wrong 
about his negotiating strategy with Iran, but that they lack one of their own other than to declare 
war. The attempt to depict his critics as warmongers is a classic Obama straw man. Opponents of 
his policy do have an alternative: returning to the policy of pressure and sanctions that the 
president discarded in 2013 which offered the only way, short of the use of force, to force Iran to 
give up its nuclear ambitions. But the real fallacy here is not so much the typical administration 
smears of critics. It is the fact that the president has an Iran strategy at all. Having made 
concession after concession to Iran in the last two years, there is little reason to believe that the 
current negotiations will stop Iran. To the contrary, the president appears set on a path that 
ensures that, sooner or later, Iran will get its bomb. ...  

... The president’s critics can’t be sure that their strategy of a return to sanctions and tough 
pressure on Iran aimed at bringing the regime to its knees will succeed. But, despite the 
president’s claims, he never tried it before he prematurely abandoned pressure for appeasement. 
But we can be almost certain that a strategy that aims at entente with Iran is guaranteed to fail 
miserably. Indeed, it is not so much a recipe for failure as it is one for a completely different 
approach to Iran that is ready to acquiesce to their demands. 

That is a position that Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu does well to protest tomorrow in his speech 
to Congress. So should Democrats and Republicans who take their pledges to stop Iran more 
seriously than the president. 

  
 
 
 

  
  
National Journal 
Netanyahu Delivered Just What Obama Feared 
Israel's prime minister delivered a sober reminder of the risks of dealing with Iran—and 
painted Obama as naive in the process. 
by James Oliphant 
  
Congressional Republicans haven't had many victories in their lasting conflict with President 
Obama, but Tuesday brought one. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's somber, 
provocative speech to Congress checked all the boxes. 
 
It called into question the efficacy of any deal the administration might strike with Iran over its 
nuclear program; it likely renewed momentum for another round of Iranian sanctions on the Hill; it 
positioned the GOP politically as the party more worried about Israeli security, and, despite the 
White House's best efforts, made the president appear petty and churlish. 
 



Obama, in an interview with Reuters, had dismissed the speech as a "distraction," and aides made 
sure everyone knew he would be too busy to watch it. But if the president didn't cast an eye at a 
TV, he might have been the only person in Washington not to. And that's the problem. 
 
For weeks, the White House has worked steadily to write the speech off as a thinly veiled 
Republican ploy to undermine the delicate negotiations with Iran. But network coverage treated it 
for what it was: the head of state of a critical ally delivering a controversial address on American 
soil. That served the interests of both House Speaker John Boehner, who was the impetus behind 
the speech, and Netanyahu, elevating both of them while key Democrats such as Obama, Vice 
President Joe Biden, Hillary Clinton, and Sen. Elizabeth Warren stayed offstage. 
 
Netanyahu was hailed in the House chamber like a conquering hero. The moment felt, well, 
presidential. He smartly rose to the occasion by taking time to thank Obama's various and 
sometimes underpublicized efforts on Israel's behalf. "I will always be grateful to President Obama 
for that support," he said. 
 
Then, to little surprise, he quickly reminded Congress and the public at large of Iranian threats to 
annihilate Israel and kill its citizens. But beyond that, he painted a picture of a global, existential 
struggle against religious extremism using the kind of loaded language that Obama won't touch. 
He said Iran is a regime "hijacked by religious zealots" who are on an ideological mission to wage 
"jihad." 
 
Netanyahu suggested that "Western diplomats"—such as Obama and Secretary of State John 
Kerry, who is driving the talks—are naive and are being charmed and duped by feints toward a 
nuclear agreement. The Iranian regime will always be "an enemy" of America. "Don't be fooled," he 
said. He said Iran is no different than ISIS, even though Iranian forces are fighting now to free the 
Iraqi city of Tikrit. "The enemy of your enemy is your enemy," he said. 
 
In that context, Netanyahu argued that any deal struck by Obama and Kerry would fail to 
significantly slow Iran's nuclear program and instead would "guarantee" that Tehran would obtain 
nuclear weapons. He profoundly disagreed with administration assessments on how soon Iran 
could build a bomb if it chose to break the compact with the United States and its allies. He was 
dismissive of Obama's belief that it isn't realistic to expect Iran to completely dismantle its program. 
The potential deal, Netanyahu said, "does not block Iran's path to the bomb. It paves Iran's path to 
the bomb." 
 
He called on the West to keep sanctions in place until Iran shifts in tone and behavior. "If Iran 
wants to be treated like a normal country, let it act like a normal country," he said. "This is a bad 
deal. It's a very bad deal. We're better off without it." That prompted an ovation. 
 
In short, Netanyahu accomplished everything Republicans wanted and the White House feared. 
Polls show that the American public is skeptical of Iran's motives in striking a deal, and the Israeli 
prime minister stoked those suspicions. Obama has taken a large—and likely a legacy-defining—
risk in advocating for the talks. And Netanyahu reminded the world of just how large a risk it is. 
 
The president's challenge in that regard just got tougher. And it doesn't help that he didn't bother to 
engage with Netanyahu at all. In the interview with Reuters, Obama clung to the notion that he 
didn't want to affect the outcome of Israeli elections in two weeks, even as he suggested that 
Netanyahu's judgment with regard to Iran couldn't be trusted. 
 



Yes, the speech to Congress was, at heart, a propaganda piece, one carefully orchestrated by 
Obama's adversaries. But that didn't make it any less effective. And it was one whose aftereffects 
this White House could be feeling for a long time. 
  
  
  
  
Washington Post 
The fatal flaw in the Iran deal 
A sunset clause?  
by Charles Krauthammer 

The news from the nuclear talks with Iran was already troubling. Iran was being granted the “right 
to enrich.” It would be allowed to retain and spin thousands of centrifuges. It could continue 
construction of the Arak plutonium reactor. Yet so thoroughly was Iran stonewalling International 
Atomic Energy Agency inspectors that just last Thursday the IAEA reported its concern “about the 

possible existence in Iran of undisclosed . . . development of a nuclear payload for a missile.” 

Bad enough. Then it got worse: News leaked Monday of the elements of a “sunset clause.” 
President Obama had accepted the Iranian demand that any restrictions on its program be time-
limited. After which, the mullahs can crank up their nuclear program at will and produce as much 
enriched uranium as they want. 

Sanctions lifted. Restrictions gone. Nuclear development legitimized. Iran would reenter the 
international community, as Obama suggested in an interview in December, as “a very successful 
regional power.” A few years — probably around 10 — of good behavior and Iran would be home 
free.  

The agreement thus would provide a predictable path to an Iranian bomb. Indeed, a flourishing 
path, with trade resumed, oil pumping and foreign investment pouring into a restored economy. 

Meanwhile, Iran’s intercontinental ballistic missile program is subject to no restrictions at all. It’s not 
even part of these negotiations. 

Why is Iran building them? You don’t build ICBMs in order to deliver sticks of dynamite. Their only 
purpose is to carry nuclear warheads. Nor does Iran need an ICBM to hit Riyadh or Tel Aviv. 
Intercontinental missiles are for reaching, well, other continents. North America, for example. 

Such an agreement also means the end of nonproliferation. When a rogue state defies the world, 
continues illegal enrichment and then gets the world to bless an eventual unrestricted industrial-
level enrichment program, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty is dead. And regional 
hyperproliferation becomes inevitable as Egypt, Turkey, Saudi Arabia and others seek shelter in 
going nuclear themselves. 

Wasn’t Obama’s great international cause a nuclear-free world? Within months of his swearing-in, 
he went to Prague to so declare. He then led a 50-party Nuclear Security Summit, one of whose 
proclaimed achievements was having Canada give up some enriched uranium. 

Having disarmed the Canadian threat, Obama turned to Iran. The deal now on offer to the 
ayatollah would confer legitimacy on the nuclearization of the most rogue of rogue regimes: 
radically anti-American, deeply jihadist, purveyor of terrorism from Argentina to Bulgaria, puppeteer 



of a Syrian regime that specializes in dropping barrel bombs on civilians. In fact, the Iranian regime 
just this week, at the apex of these nuclear talks, staged a spectacular attack on a replica U.S. 
carrier near the Strait of Hormuz. 

Well, say the administration apologists, what’s your alternative? Do you want war?  

It’s Obama’s usual, subtle false-choice maneuver: It’s either appeasement or war. 

It’s not. True, there are no good choices, but Obama’s prospective deal is the worst possible. Not 
only does Iran get a clear path to the bomb but it gets sanctions lifted, all pressure removed and 
international legitimacy. 

There is a third choice. If you are not stopping Iran’s program, don’t give away the store. Keep the 
pressure, keep the sanctions. Indeed, increase them. After all, previous sanctions brought Iran to 
its knees and to the negotiating table in the first place. And that was before the collapse of oil 
prices, which would now vastly magnify the economic effect of heightened sanctions. 

Congress is proposing precisely that. Combined with cheap oil, it could so destabilize the Iranian 
economy as to threaten the clerical regime. That’s the opening. Then offer to renew negotiations 
for sanctions relief but from a very different starting point — no enrichment. Or, if you like, with a 
few token centrifuges for face-saving purposes. 

And no sunset. 

That’s the carrot. As for the stick, make it quietly known that the United States will not stand in the 
way of any threatened nation that takes things into its own hands. We leave the regional threat to 
the regional powers, say, Israeli bombers overflying Saudi Arabia. 

Consider where we began: six U.N. Security Council resolutions demanding an end to Iranian 
enrichment. Consider what we are now offering: an interim arrangement ending with a sunset 
clause that allows the mullahs a robust, industrial-strength, internationally sanctioned nuclear 
program. 

Such a deal makes the Cuba normalization look good and the Ukrainian cease-fires positively 
brilliant. We are on the cusp of an epic capitulation. History will not be kind.  

  
  
  
Streetwise Professor 
Tales of Obama Administration Competence and Honesty 
by Craig Pirrong 
  
John Kerry actually said this:”[Kerry] insisted the Obama administration’s diplomatic record with 
Iran entitles the U.S. to ‘the benefit of the doubt.'” Seriously? The administration that is 
synonymous with foreign policy failure-the Reset, Libya (including but not limited to Benghazi), 
Syria, Iraq/Isis, Yemen, to name just the most egregious examples-deserves the benefit of the 
doubt? Why exactly? Do we look that stupid? It’s like Hoover asking Dean Woermer to give Delta 
House one last chance at the end of Animal House, while chaos is rampant on the streets of 
Faber. Or the Apprentice asking the Sorcerer for just one more try with the brooms. He’ll nail it this 
time! Promise! 



I wrote several posts eviscerating Obama’s risible, not to say mendacious, claim that oil 
transported via Keystone would be exported. Apparently the odor emanating from Obama’s full-of-
it-iveness was so obvious that even reliable lefty “fact checker” Glenn Kessler couldn’t ignore it. So 
he awarded Obama’s Keystone claim a cherished Four Pinnochios. This was pretty good: 

When Obama first started making the claim that the crude oil in the Keystone pipeline would 
bypass the United States, we wavered between Three and Four Pinocchios — and strongly 
suggested he take the time to review the State Department report. 

Clearly, the report remains unread. 

Of course it does! It’s not like the truth could trump politics, or anything. 

Tonight we learned that while Secretary of State, Hillary was using private email exclusively to 
conduct professional business. (What was her email? Hillary47@aol.com?)  Hillary trying to avoid 
scrutiny of her dealings? How could you suggest such a thing? I’m sure that every message was 
read and stored for posterity-by the Russians, Chinese, North Koreans, Iranians, and assorted 
Islamist hackers. 

I could go on. But you get the idea. 

  
  
  
Free Beacon 
Why Bibi’s Speech Matters 
It exposes the Iran deal as indefensible—and Obama's politics as bankrupt 
by Matthew Continetti 

The emerging nuclear deal with Iran is indefensible. The White House knows it. That is why 
President Obama does not want to subject an agreement to congressional approval, why critics of 
the deal are dismissed as warmongers, and why the president, his secretary of state, and his 
national security adviser have spent several weeks demonizing the prime minister of Israel for 
having the temerity to accept an invitation by the U.S. Congress to deliver a speech on a subject of 
existential import for his small country. These tactics distract public attention. They turn a subject of 
enormous significance to American foreign policy into a petty personal drama. They prevent us 
from discussing what America is about to give away. 

And America is about to give away a lot. This week the AP reported on what an agreement with 
Iran might look like: sanctions relief in exchange for promises to slow down Iranian centrifuges for 
10 years. At which point the Iranians could manufacture a bomb—assuming they hadn’t produced 
one in secret. Iran would get international legitimacy, assurance that military intervention was not 
an option, and no limitations on its ICBM programs, its support for international terrorism, its 
enrichment of plutonium, its widespread human rights violations, and its campaign to subvert or co-
opt Iraq, Yemen, Lebanon, and Syria. Then it can announce itself as the first Shiite nuclear power. 

And America? Liberals would flatter themselves for avoiding a war. Obama wouldn’t have to worry 
about the Iranians testing a nuke for the duration of his presidency. And a deal would be a step 
toward the rapprochement with Iran that he has sought throughout his years in office. The EU 
representative to the talks, for example, says a nuclear agreement “could open the way for a 
normal diplomatic relation” between Iran and the West, and could present “the opportunity for 



shaping a different regional framework in the Middle East.” A regional framework, let it be said, that 
would leave American interests at risk, Israel one bomb away from a second Holocaust, nuclear 
proliferation throughout the Middle East, and Islamic theocrats in charge of a large part of a 
strategic and volatile region. 

I feel safer already. 

Close to a decade of negotiations meant to end the Iranian nuclear program is about to culminate 
in the legitimization of that program and an enriched—in both senses of the word—empowered, 
and no less hostile Iran. Our government and the media that so often resembles its propaganda 
organ will attempt to characterize this colossal failure of nerve as a personal victory for a lame 
duck president and a milestone in international relations. It is important that they lose this battle, 
that the Iran deal is revealed to the world for the capitulation that it is, that the dangers of sub-
letting the Middle East to the Koranic scholars of Qom and the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps 
are given expression, not only for substantive reasons of policy and security but also because the 
way in which the advocates of détente have behaved has been reprehensible. 

What the opponents of a bad deal with Iran have witnessed over the last few months is the 
transference of Obama’s domestic political strategies to the international stage. A senior 
administration official is on record likening an Iranian nuclear agreement to Obamacare, and the 
comparison makes sense not only in the relative importance of the two policies to this president, 
not only because both policies are terrible and carry within them unforeseen consequences that 
will not be manifest for years, but also because of the way opponents of both policies are treated 
by the White House. If they are not ignored or dismissed, their motives are impugned. They are 
attacked personally, bullied, made examples of. 

The alternative to a bad deal is not a better deal or tougher sanctions, Obama says, but war: 
“Congress should be aware that if this diplomatic solution fails, then the risks and likelihood that 
this ends up being at some point a military confrontation is heightened, and Congress will have to 
own that as well, and that will have to be debated by the American people.” The opponents of a 
nuclear Iran aren’t sincere, Obama explained to Senate Democrats last month, but are merely 
acting at the behest of their (Jewish) donors. Congress has no role to play in either approving of or 
enforcing a deal with Iran, John Kerry says, because any attempt to strengthen America’s hand or 
verify that Iran is in compliance would be like “throwing a grenade” into the meeting room. 

As for Netanyahu, he is called “chickenshit” by anonymous sources, the national security adviser 
says his decision to address Congress is “destructive” of the U.S.-Israel alliance, Kerry tells 
Congress they shouldn’t listen to Bibi because he voiced wan support for regime change in Iraq (a 
war that Kerry voted to authorize), the congressional liaison rallies the Congressional Black 
Caucus to boycott the speech, and the administration leaks to the AP its strategy “to undercut” his 
speech and “blunt his message that a potential nuclear deal with Iran is bad for Israel and the 
world.” The strategy includes media appearances and the threat of a “pointed snub” of AIPAC, 
which has done everything it can over the last several years to ignore or acquiesce to President 
Obama’s anti-Israel foreign policy. 

This sort of contempt for one’s opponents has become so commonplace in American politics since 
the 2010 “bipartisan healthcare summit” where the president snidely told John McCain “the 
election’s over” that I suppose it was only a matter of time before it influenced the administration’s 
relationships with foreign powers. But it says something about this president that the only country 
in the world that he treats seriously as an opponent is the state of Israel—that he holds the Israeli 
government to a standard he applies to no other government, that he is openly hostile to the 
elected prime minister of Israel and not-so-secretly hopes for the prime minister to be replaced in 



the upcoming election, and that he threatens reprisal against an domestic interest group with 
predominantly Jewish leadership and membership for a disagreement he has with a foreign prime 
minister—as though Jews were interchangeable when they are not, as in the case of the “deli” 
where they were “randomly” gunned down, invisible. 

Netanyahu’s speech on Tuesday matters precisely because it is a rebuke to the Obama mode of 
politics to which America has become numb. Netanyahu’s refusal to back down in the face of 
political and media pressure, his insistence in making his case directly and emphatically, is as 
much a statement as any of the technical and strategic and moral claims he will make in his 
speech. And by going to war against Bibi, the White House has inadvertently raised the stature of 
his address from a diplomatic courtesy to a global event. 

Netanyahu’s commitment to warning America about a nuclear Iran has given him the opportunity to 
explain just how devoid of merit the prospective deal is. His speech is proof that Congress is a co-
equal branch of government where substantive argument can triumph over vicious personal 
attacks and executive overreach and utopian aspirations. Of course Barack Obama can’t stand it. 

  
  
  
Contentions 
Have a Strategy to Stop Iran? Not Obama. 
by Jonathan S. Tobin 

In an interview with Reuters intended as a rebuttal to Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu’s speech to 
a joint session of Congress tomorrow, President Obama claims that his critics are not only wrong 
about his negotiating strategy with Iran, but that they lack one of their own other than to declare 
war. The attempt to depict his critics as warmongers is a classic Obama straw man. Opponents of 
his policy do have an alternative: returning to the policy of pressure and sanctions that the 
president discarded in 2013 which offered the only way, short of the use of force, to force Iran to 
give up its nuclear ambitions. But the real fallacy here is not so much the typical administration 
smears of critics. It is the fact that the president has an Iran strategy at all. Having made 
concession after concession to Iran in the last two years, there is little reason to believe that the 
current negotiations will stop Iran. To the contrary, the president appears set on a path that 
ensures that, sooner or later, Iran will get its bomb. 

Let’s examine the president’s claims. 

Both the president and Secretary of State John Kerry have insisted that agreeing to let Iran keep 
its nuclear program—something that he specifically promised he would never do in his 2012 
foreign-policy debate with Mitt Romney—was unavoidable. They claim that Western pressure 
would never have forced Iran to surrender its nukes. More than that, they assert that their 
concessions have enticed Iran to agree to strictures that have halted Tehran’s progress toward a 
bomb. 

The answer to the first claim is that we don’t know if that would have worked because Obama 
never tried it. By abandoning sanctions just at the moment when Iran seemed to be feeling the 
pressure—and prior to an oil price collapse that would have made them even less capable of 
resisting foreign pressure—the president ensured that the Islamist regime never had to face a 
worst-case scenario. Instead of waiting for them to fold, he did, and the result was a nuclear deal 



that undid years of diplomacy aimed at building an international consensus against Iran’s right to 
enrich uranium. 

The president and Kerry are now boasting that their interim deal hasn’t been violated by Iran and 
that it has stopped their progress in its tracks. But given the poor intelligence that the U.S. has 
about Iran and the regime’s lack of cooperation with inspectors from the International Atomic 
Energy Agency, this is purely a matter of conjecture and faith on the part of the president and his 
apologists. But even if we were to believe, in spite of Iran’s long record of cheating on nuclear 
issues, that somehow the interim deal was succeeding, even the president concedes that allowing 
them to keep their nuclear infrastructure means that Iran could always go back on its promises, re-
activate the stockpile of nuclear fuel still in its possession, and “break out” to a bomb in short order. 

The length of a “break out” is a key point in the president’s defense of his strategy. He told Reuters 
that as long as long as this period was at least a year, the U.S. would be able to detect it in time to 
re-impose sanctions or use force to stop them from obtaining a bomb. But this is another argument 
based more on faith than facts and which, even in the unlikely event it is vindicated, still makes 
Iran stronger and puts U.S. allies in the region as well as the West in peril. 

The prediction of a year is an optimistic conjecture embraced by the president because it sounds 
better than the few months some others think is a more sensible estimate. The lack of credible 
inspections of Iran’s military research makes any predictions about the length of a breakout a 
guess, and not even an educated one. U.S. intelligence in Iran is negligible. Even the IAEA 
concedes that Iran may have extensive nuclear facilities that the West knows nothing about. 

But let’s say it is a year. Given the poor state of U.S. intelligence on Iran, why would anyone 
believe Obama’s promise that he’ll know what’s going on in their secret facilities? This is the same 
president who assured us that his intelligence told him that ISIS was merely a “jayvee” terror team 
not worth worrying about. And even if a U.S. president did learn the truth about their plans, would 
Obama or a similarly weak-willed Democratic successor be ready and willing to believe the 
intelligence that showed a cherished diplomatic strategy had failed and be ready to re-impose 
sanctions, let alone order the use of force? 

Obama’s commitment to the negotiations isn’t purely one of belief that it is the only way to stop 
Iran’s nuclear dreams. It’s a path to his dream of a new détente with Iran that will erase decades of 
enmity and create a new era of cooperation with that tyrannical, anti-Semitic, and terror-sponsoring 
regime. Why should we believe that he is ready to give up his hopes if he has already proven 
himself to be unconvinced by Iran’s past deceptions and prevarications? Why should any 
American president, even one more sensible about Iran than Obama, think that once sanctions are 
dismantled, our Western allies who are eager to do business with the regime would be willing to 
give up their profits to redeem a promise made by Obama? 

Moreover, by reportedly agreeing to a sunset clause, the president has already legitimized Iran’s 
nuclear dreams and rendered it almost certain that the ten-year period now being mooted for the 
agreement will be shortened one way or the other. 

The president’s critics can’t be sure that their strategy of a return to sanctions and tough pressure 
on Iran aimed at bringing the regime to its knees will succeed. But, despite the president’s claims, 
he never tried it before he prematurely abandoned pressure for appeasement. But we can be 
almost certain that a strategy that aims at entente with Iran is guaranteed to fail miserably. Indeed, 
it is not so much a recipe for failure as it is one for a completely different approach to Iran that is 
ready to acquiesce to their demands. 



That is a position that Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu does well to protest tomorrow in his speech 
to Congress. So should Democrats and Republicans who take their pledges to stop Iran more 
seriously than the president. 

  

 
  



 
 
  

 
  



 
  
  

 
  
 



  

 
 


